Judging Criteria
Judging shall use the following criteria to evaluate each entry. The general
Criteria A-E is ranked in order of importance.
A. CRAFTSMANSHIP: Basic building qualities. Seams filled (wing root,
leading edges, fuselage halves, pylons, engine cowlings/intakes, etc.)? Are
wing trailing edges thin? No fingerprints, glue marks, sanding marks.
Dihedral and stance correct? Are the Wings, Stabilizers and landing gear all
in alignment?
B. FINISH: Quality of paint job (no runs, orange peel, fingerprints, etc.),
Quality of metal area finish (foiling job, metalizing, etc.), decal placement,
hand lettering, and overall sheen. Note on weathering: Judges will not
penalize a model for weathering effects or lack thereof. Aircraft may be
finished as a clean brand new look or a weathered, in-use example.
C. ATTENTION TO DETAIL/CONSISTENCY: Antennas, lights, doors,
wheel wells, vents & scoops, wheels & tires, control surfaces, pitot tubes,
drains, probes, fan blades, exhaust stacks, engine accessories, cowl flaps,
interior of cockpit and cabin, windows (clear), etc. Size of model dictates
how much detail should be reasonably added. Generally, the bigger the
model, the more detail. Small models will not be penalized. In other words,
has the builder paid a proper amount of attention as can be reasonably
expected? Is the level of detail on the model consistent from nose to tail?
D. REALISM: This is a combination of all of the above. Simply put, does the
model or diorama look like a miniature version of the real thing?
E. AUTHENTICITY: (If applicable): Correct version of aircraft? Are the
markings correct? Are the props and engines correct? Have kit errors been
corrected (shape of nose, cowlings, etc., size of tires, windows, props, etc.)?
In other words, is everything as it should be?
F. DIORAMA/COLLECTION: A diorama should have a theme that tells a
story setting it apart from a model merely set on a base. A collection is
generally a group of five or more models sharing a common theme that is
unified and complete.

